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Abstract 

Semantic Analysis is a process of identifying whether the writer’s attitude is positive or 
negative. By increasing user’s interactions in social network, there is a great opportunity 
to gather data and do analysis for classification, prediction or knowledge extraction. In 
this classification NLP task, we propose a Bidirectional Long Short Term Memory(Bi-LSTM) 
and a Convolutional Neural Network(CNN) model with embedded text and emoji-sense 
vector as inputs to predict whether a comment’s opinion is positive or negative and 
predict 5-star rating. Emojis helps better understanding of sense behind a piece of text. 
The proposed approach, combination of CNN and LSTM, is based on emoji-sense vectors. 

Keywords: Long Short Term Memory, Semantic Classification, Social Network Analysis, 
Word Embedding, Emoji Sense, Natural Language Processing, Deep Learning 

1 Introduction 

Semantic analytics help us to monitor and analysis user’s emotion and opinion. Analyzing user’s 
comments on every production, improves digital marketing and helps to know customer’s taste. 
As a result of limited length and lack of context in comments, analysis is challenging. Furthermore, 
Emoji play an important role to identify whether a comment’s opinion is positive or not. Embedded 
text and emoji-vector are fed to output of CNN and LSTM parts and after some dense and average 
layers, model make prediction.  

In this classification task, user’s 5-star rating are labels. Input is user’s comments and Two outputs 
of model are 5-star rating and being recommended or not (a binary classification). 
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model baseline 

First step of data representation after preprocessing is text embedding. A mathematical 
representations of words as vectors in a way that similar words’ vectors have less distance than 
unrelated or opposite words. Embedded vectors are input of the network. Given short comment’s 
may have not enrich features. Assign an emoji-sense vector to each comment, which contain emoji 
sense in positive, neutral and negative mood, helps to identify sentence sense. Comments without 
emojis concatenate with zero vector.  

As a result of having two outputs, two labels are prepared. 5-star rating and being recommended 
or not (a binary classification). For the first output onehot encoded vectors are represented and 
for second output, one or zero for rating more or less than 3 of 6.  

As feedforward networks, CNNs can learn local features from sentences While RNNs memorize 
temporal dependencies in sequential data. LSTM an improved version of RNN, which with feedback 
connections deal with vanishing gradient problem, remembers long-term relations. In our task Bi-
LSTM is a better choice because association of positive words or negative words is considered and 
ordering does not matter. Ensemble of CNN and Bi-LSTM helps to improve model accuracy. In this 
model 1-dimentional CNN and Bi-LSTM sub models are used.  

 

2 Related work/Background 

Sentiment analysis is a common task in NLP area. researchers have used different types of 
sentiment analysis techniques such as lexicon based and machine learning. Lexicon methods 
calculate orientation for a document from the semantic orientation of words or phrases in the 
document refers to a real number measure of the positive or negative sentiment expressed by a 
word or phrases [1] [2] [3] [4]. Machine learning methods use some ML approaches  like SVM [5]. 
Also Learning Word Vectors for Sentiment Analysis and multi representing, supervised technique 
for sentiment similarity and unsupervised for semantic similarities [6] . 

Effective representing text for deep neural network is a critical component. TFIDF, bag of words (is 
very high dimensional), pretrained word embedding like Word2Vec, etc. are some old techniques. 
SACPC [7] is a novel none deep approach for short text like comments which uses probabilistic 
linguistic terms(PLTSs) and support vector machines(SVM) for sense classification. State of the art 
of text processing is transformers. Using transformers for word encoding is another form of word 
representation which is then fed to Bi-LSTM with attention to determine the sentiment [8]. 
Bidirectional encoder representations from transformers (BERT), sentiment-specific word 
embedding models, cognition-based attention models, common sense knowledge, reinforcement 
learning, and generative adversarial networks are other approaches to solve the problem.  
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Emoji embedding is a novel approach to learn emoji embedding under positive and negative 
sentimental tweets individually, and then train a sentiment classifier by attending on these bi-
sense emoji embedding with an attention-based long short-term memory network (LSTM) [9].  

 

 

3 Proposed method 

As a preprocessing step, emojis are removed from text and emoji-sense vectors are made as 
another single input. Text normalization is the process of transforming text into a single canonical 
form (for example corrects half spaces). Lemmatization, Stemming and removing stop words lead 
to root tokens of meaningful words for processing. Preprocessed data fed to embedding layer to 
be represented in vectors with constant length. Emoji-vectors are made from Emoji sentiment 
data1. The sentiment is computed from 70,000 tweets, labeled by 83 human annotators in 13 
European languages. Two text vector and emoji-sense vector fed to model in different steps.  

A stack of Bi-LSTM layers remembers association of words not focus on sequence order. Series of 
1-dimentional  CNNs lead to gather local features. Emoji-vectors concatenate with output of both 
CNN and LSTM segments. A fully-connected output layer that maps the CNN and LSTM layer 
outputs to a desired output size. A sigmoid activation layer represents being recommended or not, 
and the softmax layer predicts 5-star rating. Both final outputs are average of CNN and LSTM 
outputs. Dropout layers lead to less overfitting and more generalization. 

 
CNN and LSTM structure 

 

Categorical cross entropy and binary cross entropy are used to calculate loss for multi classification 
and binary classification and total loss is weighted sum of both losses. Below fig shows two inputs, 
two outputs and ensemble of CNN-LSTM model in details.  

Code is available here2. 

                                                             
1 https://www.kaggle.com/thomasseleck/emoji-sentiment-data 
2 https://github.com/mseslami/Sentiment-Analysis-Taghche/blob/master/taghche.ipynb 

https://github.com/mseslami/Sentiment-Analysis-Taghche/blob/master/taghche.ipynb
https://www.kaggle.com/thomasseleck/emoji-sentiment-data
https://github.com/mseslami/Sentiment-Analysis-Taghche/blob/master/taghche.ipynb
https://arxiv.org/abs/1904.04206
https://arxiv.org/abs/1904.04206
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Model input, outputs and layers in details 
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4 Results 

Taghche is an online e-book and audiobook store that publishes books, magazines and newspapers 
etc. Selected dataset is about more than 70K user’s comments and 5-star rating on Taghche. User’s 
rating is as comment’s label and tells us is this book recommender or not and helps to sentiment 
analysis.  

 

Taghche database with 6 columns on kaggle 

Below figure tells us how important emoji vectors are. Different accuracy on just text data and text 
data concatenated with emoji-sense vector.  

 

Light-blue: single text input; dark-blue: text input concatenated with emoji-vector 

 

 

 

https://www.kaggle.com/saeedtqp/taaghche
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Reducing accuracy and increasing loss in training is Because of too big or too small learning rate, it 
will diverge and fail to find the minimum of the loss function or cannot escape from local optimum. 
Also larger amount of batch size reduces loss in this case. Dropout layer lead to more accuracy 
validation and less overfitting. 

  

Overfitting and increasing validation loss 

 

As below chart shows, by Increasing learning capacity of model, accuracy improves and loss 
reduces. More filters in CNN part and larger embedded vector of text etc. increase learning 
capacity and improved prediction and it is costly too.  

 

Blue-line: The larger model with less loss  
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Final result with fine accuracy with reducing loss and increasing accuracy in 5 epochs without 
overfitting:  

 

final result: total loss in 50 epochs 

 

5 Discussion 

Sentence is not just a single vector. It contains some meaningful tokens which are related to each 
other. In this task we access a huge dataset with vary inputs in context and size thus we are ready 
to train a deep neural network. In sentimental analysis, as a NLP classification task, recurrent neural 
networks are a candidate because RNNs can remember. Relation and association of some words 
with same positive or negative sense lead to remember and learn sentence’s sense. In other hand 
CNNs learn local features and increasing number of CNN layers in a stack of CNNs lead to gather 
more global features. These two models are proposed with different point of view to process 
comments. Researches demonstrate that ensemble multimodels increase accuracy and robustness 
and model improves.  

In this report emojis play an important role on text sense. An emoji-vector concatenate to 
embedded and processed text and the concatenated vector fed to dense layers. Results show The 
emoji-vector directly influence output.  

Results show that using word embedding can effectively increase performance. Depending on 
different social medias, performance might vary. In Instagram comments or twitter more emojis 
are used and it is easier to be classified with higher accuracy. In this project, noise comments are 
significant. More training data leads to better performance.  

State of the art of text processing is attention base approaches. Transformers based on self-
attention for long text inputs are good choice. Furthermore, pretrained models can compete with 
state of the art of same task. Theoretically using pretrained model definitely improves model’s 
performance.  
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